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We consider the simultaneous production of two heavy-flavoured hadrons – particularly D mesons – 
at the LHC. We base our calculations on collinearly factorized QCD at next-to-leading order, using the 
contemporary parton distribution functions and D-meson fragmentation functions. The contributions of 
double-parton scatterings are included in the approximation of independent partonic interactions. Our 
framework benchmarks well with the available proton-proton data from the LHCb collaboration giving us 
confidence to make predictions for proton-lead collisions. Our results indicate that the double D-meson 
production in proton-lead collisions should be measurable at the LHCb kinematics with the already 
collected Run-II data, and should provide evidence for double-parton scattering at perturbative scales 
with a nuclear target.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

The recent measurements of inclusive open heavy-flavour – par-
ticularly D and B mesons – in proton-proton (p-p) collisions at 
the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1–8] provide opportuni-
ties to expose different facets of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 
[9]. On one hand, due to the heavy-quark mass which serves as 
a hard interaction scale, the perturbative QCD calculations [10–15]
can be extended e.g. to very small transverse momenta (pT) where 
the calculations with massless quarks become inherently invalid. 
As the measurements at low pT are statistically very precise, 
they offer an ideal testbed to benchmark perturbative calcula-
tions at low interaction scales. On the other hand, open heavy-
flavour production can be used as a tool to probe non-perturbative 
aspects of heavy-quark fragmentation [16] and the quark-gluon 
structure of protons and nuclei [17–24]. The low-pT open heavy-
flavour production in proton-lead (p-Pb) collisions [25–28] may 
also open prospects to disentangle non-linear saturation [29,30]
and collinearly factorized QCD pictures in a regime where both 
should be valid descriptions.

The inclusive production of two D mesons provides exciting 
further opportunities. While the heavy-quarks are predominantly 
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produced in pairs, the experimental overall reconstruction efficien-
cies for two D-meson final states are low and, roughly, only one 
out of million primarily produced double-D events can be recon-
structed. Nevertheless, simultaneous production of two D mesons 
has been observed in p-p [31] and p-p [32] collisions. This of-
fers possibilities to test e.g. the heavy-quark vs. heavy-antiquark 
asymmetries [33] and, in particular, to study the double-parton 
scattering (DPS) [34–38]. While the formal theory of factorization 
in DPS has recently advanced significantly [39–41], we still know 
relatively little of the non-perturbative structure of e.g. the double-
parton distributions (dPDFs) [42] which would be required in pre-
cise phenomenological applications. Thus, simplifying assumptions 
concerning DPS have to be made which can lead to apparent 
shortcomings. For instance, measurements are often interpreted in 
terms of an effective cross section σeff whose inverse is proportional 
to the DPS probability. Its value has been observed to differ sig-
nificantly depending from which observable it is extracted [43]. It 
is conceivable that this is due to overly simplifying the problem 
of DPS by ignoring partonic correlations [44–47] or, alternatively, 
overlooking the contributions of single-parton scattering (SPS) [48]. 
A complementary approach to hard DPS is provided by Monte-
Carlo event generators in which the soft or semi-hard multiparton 
interactions (MPIs) give rise to the underlying event found nec-
essary to describe the multiplicity distributions in hadronic high-
energy collisions [41,49].

The generic prediction is that in proton-nucleus (p-A) collisions 
the DPS signal gets enhanced in comparison to p-p case, due to 
 under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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the possibility of proton to interact with two or more nucleons 
simultaneously [50–54,47,55]. As in p-p collisions, multiple inter-
actions are necessary to explain the multiplicity distributions in 
collisions involving heavy nuclei [56,57], but a clean experimen-
tal confirmation for hard DPS processes is still lacking. As we will 
conclude later in this letter, it seems realistic that the double D-
meson production could provide the first direct evidence of DPS 
in p-Pb collisions at clearly perturbative scales, and that the signal 
should be visible already in the collected Run-II data. In reaching 
this conclusion we have first confronted our QCD framework with 
the LHCb p-p data and a reasonable agreement there encourages 
us to apply it to p-Pb collisions. Before getting into the actual re-
sults we will first describe our theoretical framework in the next 
two sections.

2. Double-inclusive production in nuclear collisions

We will estimate the double-inclusive cross sections in collision 
of two nuclei, A and B , in terms of inclusive per-nucleon SPS cross 
sections σ sps

nn→O+X as

dσAB→a+b+X

d3 �p ad3 �p b

= AB

[
dσ

sps
nn→a+b+X

d3 �p ad3 �p b
+ m

σ AB
eff

dσ
sps
nn→a+X

d3 �p a

dσ
sps
nn→b+X

d3 �p b

]
(1)

where �p a and �p b refer to the momenta of the produced parti-
cles a and b. If a and b are identical particles m = 1/2, and m = 1
otherwise. In the case of independent partonic interactions, the ef-
fective cross section σ AB

eff in A-B collision is process independent 
and can be interpreted as a purely geometric object,

1

σ AB
eff

≡
{

1

σeff
+ (B − 1)

B2

∫
d2 �B

[
TnB

(�B
)]2

(2)

+ (A − 1)

A2

∫
d2 �B

[
TnA

(�B
)]2

+ (A − 1)(B − 1)

(AB)2

∫
d2 �B

[
T AB

(�B
)]2

}
.

Here,

1

σeff
=

∫
d2�b

[
tnn

(�b
)]2

, (3)

where tnn(�b) is the overlap function between two nucleons at fixed 
impact parameter �b. In geometric sense, we would write

tnn(�b) ≡
∞∫

−∞
d2�s tn(�s + �b/2)tn(�s − �b/2) , (4)

where tn(�s) is the transverse profile of nucleons obtained by in-
tegrating the density of nucleons ρn over the longitudinal spatial 
component,

tn(�s) ≡
∞∫

−∞
dz ρn(�s, z) . (5)

The overlap functions TnA(�B) and T AB(�B) at fixed impact parame-
ter �B are here defined as [58]
TnA(�B) ≡
∞∫

−∞
d2�s tnn(�s + �B/2)T A(�s − �B/2) (6)

≈ T A(�B) ,

where the approximation holds for point-like nucleons, and

T AB(�B) ≡
∞∫

−∞
d2�s Ad2�s B T A(�s A)T B(�s B) tnn(�B + �sB − �sA)

≈
∞∫

−∞
d2�s T A(�s + �B/2)T B(�s − �B/2) , (7)

where T A(�S) is the standard nuclear thickness function

T A(�s) ≡
∞∫

−∞
dz ρ A(�s, z) , (8)

and ρ A denotes the density of nuclei. In our notation, the normal-
ization is∫

d2�s T A(�s ) = A. (9)

Typically, the DPS contribution in Eq. (1) is derived [51–53,59]
by writing the DPS cross section in terms of dPDFs, and assum-
ing that the dPDFs factorize into a product of single-parton PDFs 
and that the partonic cross sections for the two subprocesses are 
unrelated and spatially independent. Here, we present a comple-
mentary method to obtain Eq. (1) in the approximation where all 
partonic correlation are neglected. Indeed, in a Glauber-type ap-
proach, the total cross section for a collision of nuclei A and B can 
be written in the impact-parameter space as

σ total
AB =

∫
d2 �B

AB∑
k=1

Pk(�B) , (10)

where Pk(�B) is the probability of exactly k nucleon-nucleon inter-
actions at fixed impact parameter �B ,

Pk(�B) =
∫ ⎡

⎣ A∏
i=1

d�S A
i

T A

(�S A
i

)
A

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣ B∏

i=1

d�S B
i

T B

(�S B
i

)
B

⎤
⎦ (11)

×
1∑

α11=0

. . .

1∑
αAB=0

[p11(α11) p12(α12) · · · p AB(αAB)] δk,α11+...+αAB .

In this expression, we have defined

pij(αi j) ≡
(

ti j σ
total
nn

)αi j
(

1 − ti j σ
total
nn

)1−αi j
(12)

where ti j is an abbreviation for the overlap function between two 
nucleons

ti j ≡ tnn

(�B + �S A
i − �S B

j

)
. (13)

The second line in Eq. (11) thus corresponds to the probability of 
getting exactly k nucleon-nucleon interactions (and AB −k missing 
ones) at fixed geometric configuration. The total cross section in a 
single nucleon-nucleon collisions σ total

nn is given by

σ total
nn =

∫
d2�b

∞∑
pk(�b) , (14)
k=1
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where the probability pk(�b) for k partonic interactions is consid-
ered to be Poissonian,

pk(�b) = exp
[
−tnn(�b)σnn

] [
tnn(�b)σnn

]k

k! . (15)

The quantity σnn appearing in Eq. (15) is the integrated inclusive 
cross sections,

σnn =
∑

f

∫
dPS f

dσ
sps
nn→f

dPS f
, dPS f =

∏
i∈ f

d3 �pi (16)

where the summation is over all exclusive final states f . We will 
always make a distinction between the (intensive) total cross sec-
tion like σ total

nn , and (extensive) integrated cross section like σnn. 
The double-inclusive cross section can now be written as

dσAB→a+b+X

d�p ad�p b
=

∫
d�B

AB∑
k=1

Pk(�B) (17)

k∏
r=1

∫
d2�br

∞∑
kr=1

pkr (
�br)

σ total
nn

kr∏
�=1

⎡
⎣ 1

σnn

∑
fr�

∫
dPS fr�

dσ
sps
nn→ fr�

dPS fr�

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣ k∑

i=1

kr∑
j=1

∑
n

δ (3)
(
�p a − �p an

i j

)
×

{
1, if an ∈ f i j
0, if an /∈ f i j

}⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣ k∑

i=1

kr∑
j=1

∑
n

δ (3)
(
�p b − �p bn

i j

)
×

{
1, if bn ∈ f i j
0, if bn /∈ f i j

}⎤
⎦ .

In the equation above, each term is a product of the form

Pk(�B) ×
[

k∏
r=1

pkr (
�br)

]
×

⎡
⎣ kr∏

�=1

1

σnn

dσ
sps
nn→ fr�

dPS fr�

⎤
⎦ , (18)

corresponding to the total probability density of having k nucleon-
nucleon interactions, each with exactly kr=1,...,k partonic interac-
tions resulting with a specific (exclusive) final state fr� . The last 
two lines in Eq. (17) simply select those final states which con-
tain the desired particles carrying the momenta �p a and �p b , and 
the summation over n accounts for the fact that the final state can 
contain several a or b particles. With some combinatorics, Eq. (17)
simplifies to Eq. (1) when we identify

dσ
sps
nn→a+X

d3 �p a
≡

∑
f

∫
dPS f

dσ
sps
nn→ f

dPS f
(19)

×
∑

i

δ (3)
(�p a − �p ai

) ×
{

1, if ai ∈ f
0, if ai /∈ f

}
,

and

dσ
sps
nn→a+b+X

d3 �p ad3 �p b
≡

∑
f

∫
dPS f

dσ
sps
nn→ f

dPS f
(20)

×
∑

i

δ (3)
(�p a − �p ai

) ×
{

1, if ai ∈ f
0, if ai /∈ f

}

×
∑

i

δ (3)
(
�p b − �p bi

)
×

{
1, if bi ∈ f
0, if bi /∈ f

}
.

From the same formalism, also three-particle (in general n-particle) 
inclusive cross sections [60,61,53] can be derived.
3. Perturbative-QCD framework for open heavy flavour

In this paper we will be mostly concerned in the D-meson 
production at pT > 3 GeV, which is the kinematic region con-
sidered in the LHCb double-D measurement [31]. In this re-
gion the inclusive production of D mesons can be reliably de-
scribed within general-mass variable-flavour-number scheme (GM-
VNFS). Schematically, the cross sections are convolutions of PDFs 
f i(x, μ2

fact), partonic cross sections dσ̂ , and fragmentation func-
tions (FFs) Dk→h(z, μ2

frag),

dσ
sps
nn→a+X =

∑
i jk

f i(μ
2
fact) ⊗ dσ̂i j→k+X (μ2

fact,μ
2
ren,μ2

frag) (21)

⊗ f j(μ
2
fact) ⊗ Dk→a(μ

2
frag) .

For single-inclusive D-meson production this has been considered 
at next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD first in Ref. [14] within the so-
called SACOT scheme [62,63]. In the SACOT scheme, the partonic 
cross sections for contributions in which the partonic subprocess 
is initiated by a charm quark or the fragmenting parton is a light 
one, are independent of the charm-quark mass mcharm. This leads, 
in general, to diverging cross sections towards pT → 0. In an alter-
native SACOT-mT scheme [15] this unphysical behaviour is resolved 
by accounting for the underlying kinematic constraint of heavy-
quark production. In this work we use the SACOT-mT variant, al-
beit in the considered pT > 3 GeV region, both schemes should 
be equivalent within the scale uncertainties. Our default choice 
for factorization (μfact), fragmentation (μfrag) and renormalization 
(μren) scales is μ2

fact = μ2
frag = μ2

ren = p2
T + m2

charm, where pT refers 
to the D-meson transverse momentum.

The SPS contribution in which the two D mesons, h1 and h2, 
are simultaneously produced is of the form,

dσ
sps
pp→a+b+X =

∑
i jkl

f i(μ
2
fact) ⊗ dσ̂i j→k+l+X (μ2

fact,μ
2
ren,μ2

frag)

⊗ f j(μ
2
fact) ⊗ Dk→a(μ

2
frag) ⊗ Dl→b(μ

2
frag) . (22)

For this process, no GM-VFNS calculation is available. Thus, we 
will resort to the zero-mass approximation available in the NLO
diphox [64] (v.1.2) code. Taking into account the large scale un-
certainties, this approximation should be sufficiently precise in the 
considered pT > 3 GeV region. However, the kinematical cuts ap-
plied in the considered LHCb measurement [31] (pT > 3 GeV and 
2 < y < 4) include also a problematic configuration in which the 
two D mesons are collinear. In a full SACOT-mT description this 
contribution would be finite, scaling as log(m2

charm) where the re-
maining log(m2

charm) terms would still need to be resummed via 
di-hadron FFs [65]. In a zero-mass calculation, however, the cross 
sections diverge in the collinear configuration. Here, as a proxy for 
the full SACOT-mT treatment, we have regulated our calculations 
by imposing a physical cut (p̂1 + p̂2)

2 > 4m2
charm for the fragment-

ing partons’ four momenta p̂1,2. Our central choice for the QCD 
scales here is the average pT of the produced two D mesons.

The dominant uncertainty in our calculations comes from the 
unknown higher-order (NNLO and beyond) contributions. As usual, 
we estimate the potential size of these corrections by varying the 
QCD scales as

0.5 ≤ μfact

μren
≤ 2, 0.5 ≤ μfrag

μren
≤ 2 , (23)

around the central scale choices and finding the combinations 
that give the highest and lowest prediction for each considered 
observable. As default, we do the scale variations in sync for 
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Fig. 1. The LHCb inclusive D-meson and �±
c data [1] in √s = 7 TeV p-p collisions compared with SACOT-mT calculation using the KKKS08 [66] and BKK05 [67] FFs. The gray 

bands show the scale uncertainty with central KKKS08/BKK05 FFs. The central predictions with FFs based on BELLE (purple short dashed), OPAL (green dashed dotted), and 
CLEO (red dotted) data are displayed as well. The pythia predictions (blue long dashed) are shown also.
the two contributions in Eq. (1), the single-inclusive and double-
inclusive SPS cross sections (17 scale configurations in total). We 
use NNPDF3.1pch PDFs [68] in which the intrinsic charm com-
ponent is zero at the mass threshold μfact = mc = 1.51 GeV. The 
fragmentation functions for D0 and D+ are taken from the KKKS08 
analysis [66] (see Ref. [69] for a very recent alternative). The 
KKKS08 FFs have been fitted to e+e− data from different exper-
iments. We have checked that while the fits to BELLE [70] and 
OPAL [71] data give essentially equally good descriptions of the in-
clusive LHCb D0 and D+ cross sections at 

√
s = 7 TeV [1], the FFs 

fitted to CLEO data [72] clearly overshoot the LHCb data at high 
pT. This is demonstrated in the upper panels of Fig. 1. However, 
we have found that the D0-to-D+ ratios which are almost exclu-
sively sensitive to the FFs are clearly best described by the OPAL 
variant, which also gives a better description than the BELLE FFs 
of the CMS midrapidity data [8] at very-high pT [73]. Thus, in this 
paper, we adopt the OPAL FFs from the KKKS08 package. For D±

s
and �±

c FFs we use BKK05 [67] analysis. While the LHCb and AL-
ICE single-inclusive D±

s data [1,6] are well consistent with these 
FFs, the �±

c data [1] are underestimated by the BKK05 �±
c FFs. 
Our comparisons with the LHCb data on D±
s and �±

c are shown in 
the bottom panels of Fig. 1.

The KKKS08 and BKK05 FFs do not discriminate between 
charge-conjugate states, but are given as a sum. (e.g. DD0+D0

i ). In 
what follows, however, we will need the D-meson FFs one by one. 
Taking the D0 states here as an example, we will use the following 
prescription for the charm-quark containing state,

DD0

c = DD0+D0

c/c , (24)

DD0

c = 0 , (25)

DD0

i = 1

2
DD0+D0

i , i �= c/c , (26)

and an analogous one for the antiquark-containing state,

DD
0

c = 0 , (27)

DD
0

c = DD0+D0

c/c , (28)

DD
0

i = 1

2
DD0+D0

i , i �= c/c . (29)
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In addition to the NLO QCD framework described above, we 
present the predictions from Pythia 8 Monte-Carlo event gener-
ator using the standard “Monash 2013 tune” [74]. A sample of 
minimum-bias events were generated, including also MPIs, from 
which the different D-meson combinations within the LHCb ac-
ceptance were picked up to obtain the cross sections for each pair. 
In line with the LHCb measurements, each pair of D mesons is 
counted separately. In Fig. 1 we also show the Pythia predictions 
for the inclusive D mesons and �±

c , generated with the provided 
Rivet analysis [75]. In general, the Pythia setup overpredicts the 
LHCb D-meson measurements, and the disagreement is stronger 
for D± and D±

s than for D0. A similar behaviour has been recently 
observed in the case of jets containing a D0 meson [76]. The mea-
sured �±

c cross sections are, in turn, underestimated by Pythia. In 
the Monash tune the parameters related to charm fragmentation 
were constrained using a limited set of LEP data. Partly the inter-
pretation of these data is hindered by the large feed-down from 
B-mesons. Furthermore, the data is not sensitive to g → cc branch-
ings that are abundant at the LHC. Thus the observed disagreement 
could potentially be cured by re-tuning the relevant parameters us-
ing a larger sample of charm-production data from LEP, HERA and 
LHC.

4. Results

We will now compare our results for double D-meson produc-
tion with the LHCb p-p data [31], and make predictions for p-Pb 
collisions. As for σeff, we will consider the variation 10 mb < σeff <

25 mb which is roughly the range deduced from jet, W± and pho-
ton measurements [43]. The uncertainty estimates shown in the 
plots combine the scale uncertainty and the variation in σeff .

4.1. p-p collisions

In the case of p-p collision, Eqs. (1) and (2) reduce to

dσpp→a+b+X

d�p ad�p b
= dσ

sps
pp→a+b+X

d�p ad�p b
+ m

σeff

dσ
sps
pp→a+X

d�p a

dσ
sps
pp→b+X

d�p b
.

(30)

Our results for the integrated cross sections within the LHCb ac-
ceptance are shown in Fig. 2. For the opposite-sign D mesons 
(upper panel), the SPS contribution is clearly larger than the DPS 
one, and the agreement with the data is very good. The measured 
systematics among different combinations of D (and �c) species is 
well reproduced by the used set of FFs. As the cross section accu-
mulates from the lower end of the considered pT range, the scale 
uncertainty is sizable and dominates over the variation in σeff . For 
like-sign final states (lower panel) the DPS becomes the domi-
nant production mechanism. Again, the calculation agrees with the 
data within the scale uncertainties, though our central scale choice 
seem to somewhat overestimate the cross sections. The disagree-
ment between the data and Pythia results is considerably larger 
than in the single-inclusive case (Fig. 1). Apart from pairs includ-
ing �c the predicted cross sections are 4–8 times higher than the 
data. For pairs including �c the systematic is again the opposite.

More insight can be obtained from Fig. 3 where we show cross-
section ratios. The upper panel shows ratios between the double 
like-sign vs. opposite-sign cross sections,

σ ab/σ ab ≡ σpp→a+b+X

σpp→a+b+X

. (31)

These measure essentially the ratio between the DPS and SPS con-
tributions. There is clearly a fair data-to-theory agreement within 
Fig. 2. The integrated double-D cross sections for opposite-sign (upper panel) and 
like-sign (lower panel) cases. The coloured bands denote the combined scale and 
σeff uncertainty in NLO calculations. The inner darker bands include only the vari-
ation in σeff . The Pythia predictions are shown as blue dashed lines. The data are 
from Ref. [31].

the scale and σeff uncertainties. Our central predictions somewhat 
overestimate the measured values which is consistent with Fig. 2. 
The scale uncertainties do not cancel out since the partonic chan-
nels for like-sign and opposite-sign production are different (e.g. 
cc pair production is significant for D0D0 final state but not for 
D0D0). Interestingly, the Pythia results are in excellent agreement 
with the LHCb data even though the absolute cross sections are 
way off. Since the numerator in Eq. (31) is sensitive to DPS (or 
MPIs in general), we conclude that the good agreement here sug-
gest that the inconsistencies observed in Fig. 2 are indeed due to 
poorly-constrained charm fragmentation, rather than the MPI mod-
elling in Pythia [77–79].

The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows ratios

σ aσ b/σ ab ≡ m
σpp→a+X × σpp→b+X

σpp→a+b+X
. (32)

From Eq. (30) we see that in the absence of SPS, this ratio would 
be equal to σeff , but if there is a contribution from SPS, the ratio 
will be below σeff . In general, our predictions for the opposite-sign 
case match very well with the data, but tend to underestimate 
the measured like-sign ratios. This is well in line with our ear-
lier observations and also here a better overall agreement would 
be obtained if the DPS cross section would be somewhat smaller. 
Thus, the double-charm production data would prefer a some-
what larger phenomenological σeff than what other measurements 
indicate [43]. We would like to stress here that the scale un-
certainties have been computed by varying the scale choices (17 
combinations) simultaneously in the numerator and denominator 
of Eq. (32). However, since the processes in the numerator and de-
nominator are not the same it is not out of question that the scale 
choices/variations could be made independently. This would sig-
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Fig. 3. Upper panel: like-sign vs. opposite-sign ratios, see Eq. (31). Lower panel: 
Product of two single-inclusive D-meson cross sections divided by the double-D 
cross sections, see Eq. (32). The coloured bars denote the combined scale and σeff
uncertainty, and the inner darker bands include only the variation in σeff . The 
dashed lines correspond to what Pythia predicts. The upper set of bands/lines/data 
points correspond to like-sign D mesons, and the lower set to opposite-sign combi-
nations.

nificantly increase the scale uncertainties in the bottom panel of 
Fig. 3. In our framework presented above the underlying idea is 
to rather take the variation in σeff extracted from other processes 
as an estimate for the associated uncertainty. The Pythia predic-
tions are here well compatible with our NLO calculations, though 
they somewhat undershoot the measured ratios both for like- and 
opposite-sign ratios. This further supports our conclusion that the 
disagreement observed in Figs. 1 and 2 arise from the fragmenta-
tion scheme in Pythia.

4.2. p-Pb collisions

The reasonable description of the p-p data gives us confidence 
to apply the framework in p-A collisions. We note that the GM-
VFNS framework used here has recently been contrasted against 
LHCb data [26] on single-inclusive D-meson production [17] find-
ing and a good agreement when modern nuclear PDFs are used. 
This indicates that such data can be well described in a collinear-
factorization based framework without e.g. photoproduction con-
tributions arising from an amplified photon flux of Pb, or any non-
linear saturation effects. We take this as a further evidence that 
our framework of double-inclusive cross sections with no photo-
production component nor saturation can be applied also to p-Pb 
collisions. In this case, Eqs. (1) and (2) reduce to

dσpA→a+b+X

d�p ad�p b

= A

[
dσ

sps
nn→a+b+X

d�p ad�p b
+ m

σ
pA

dσ
sps
nn→a+X

d�p a

dσ
sps
nn→b+X

d�p b

]
(33)
eff
Fig. 4. Upper panel: Integrated cross sections for D0D0 and D0D0 cross sections in 
p-Pb collisions within the LHCb acceptance at √s = 8.16 TeV. The coloured bars de-
note the combined scale and σeff uncertainty, and the inner darker bands include 
only the variation in σeff . The LHCb projections correspond to 12.2 nb−1 (forward) 
and 18.6 nb−1 (backward) luminosities assuming the predicted central value and 
overall efficiency of 1.2 × 10−6. Lower panel: A sketch of the relative azimuthal-
angle dependence in p-p and projected p-Pb collisions.

with

1

σ
pA
eff

≡ 1

σeff
×

{
1 + σeff

A − 1

A2

∫
d2 �B

[
TnA(�B )

]2
}

. (34)

The impact-parameter integral for A = 208 (Pb) gives∫
d2 �B

[
TnPb

(�B
)]2 ≈ 31.66 mb−1 (35)

taking d = 0.54 fm and r = 6.49 fm in the Woods-Saxon profile,

ρ A(�s, z) = n0

[
1 + exp

(√�s 2 + z2 − r

d

)]−1

, (36)

and fixing n0 by the normalization condition of Eq. (9). With σeff =
10 . . . 25 mb, we find

1

σ
pPb
eff

≈ 2.5 . . . 4.8

σeff
(37)

in full consistency e.g. with Ref. [51]. That is, the DPS signal is en-
hanced approximately by a factor of three in comparison to p-p 
scattering. We note that effects of nucleon-nucleon correlations on 
the integral in Eq. (35) are expected to be small for a large nucleus 
like Pb [80]. Our results for the integrated cross sections within 
the LHCb kinematics are shown in Fig. 4. Here, we have only con-
sidered D0 production which has the largest cross sections, see 
Fig. 2, and the y acceptance refers to that in the center-of-mass 
frame of the p-Pb collision. When computing the per-nucleon cross 
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sections σ sps
nn→a+b+X and σ sps

nn→a/b+X , we have used the EPPS16 nu-
clear modifications [81] for Pb. At the LHCb kinematics this leads 
to a ∼ 20% suppression for p-Pb (forward) SPS cross sections, but 
since this is squared in DPS contribution, the suppression can reach 
∼ 40% in DPS case. For Pb-p configuration (backward) the nuclear-
PDF effects are smaller. In comparison to the p-p case in Fig. 2 the 
impact of enhanced DPS contribution is clear: Whereas in p-p case 
the DPS contribution to the opposite-sign yield was rather small 
in comparison to SPS, in p-Pb collisions the two are comparable. 
For the like-sign yields the SPS contribution in p-Pb collisions is 
entirely overpowered by the DPS part, whereas in the p-p case 
the SPS still had a 20% contribution or so. Due to the additional 
contribution from the T 2

nA(�B) integral in Eq. (34), the variation in 
σeff plays only a minor role as indicated in Fig. 4. The ∼30% dif-
ferences between forward and backward cross sections are due to 
the EPPS16 nuclear effects. Thus, by a suitable measurement where 
other theoretical uncertainties would cancel out, e.g. a forward-to-
backward ratio for double D-meson production, further constraints 
for nuclear PDFs could, perhaps, be obtained.

An interesting question is whether these cross sections are large 
enough to be measured with the already collected Run-II data. In 
Run-II data taking the luminosities collected by the LHCb were 
12.2 nb−1 for p-Pb (forward) and 18.6 nb−1 Pb-p (backward) col-
lisions [27]. The overall detection efficiency ε for D0D0 and D0D0

final states in the LHCb p-p measurement [31] was approximately 
ε ≈ 1.2 × 10−6. Using these luminosities and efficiencies with our 
central theoretical predictions we calculate the expected number 
of events N from which the statistical uncertainty is obtained as √

N/N . These estimates are also shown in Fig. 4. Within the scale 
uncertainties we expect approximately 10 . . . 40 D0D

0
pairs in p-Pb 

collisions (forward), and 20 . . . 80 in Pb-p configuration (backward). 
For the like-sign case the corresponding numbers are 2 . . . 20 D0D0

pairs in p-Pb collisions (forward), and 4 . . . 40 in Pb-p configuration 
(backward). Thus, we are led to conclude that the double D-meson 
production – at least the opposite-sign case – should be observable 
at the LHCb with the Run-II luminosity. Lowering the minimum-pT
cut below 3 GeV would easily increase the yields to a definitely 
measurable level, but towards lower pT our predictions become 
increasingly uncertain.

As is well known, the increased importance of the DPS con-
tribution in p-Pb collisions may significantly affect the kinematic 
distributions [82,83]. Particularly interesting observable is the rela-
tive azimuthal-angle 	φ distribution of the two D mesons [84]. In 
p-p collisions [31] the 	φ distribution for D0D0 peaks at 	φ = 0
for the logarithmically enhanced g → cc splitting, and at 	φ = π

due to the leading-order contributions that are back-to-back in 
transverse plane. These are commonly referred to as the near-side 
peak and the away-side peak, respectively. The disappearance of the 
away-side peak has long been predicted to be the smoking gun of 
saturation physics [85,86]. However, the enhanced DPS contribu-
tion in p-Pb collisions will generate a 	φ-independent contribu-
tion which levels off these peaks. Thus, a flatter away-side peak in 
p-Pb in comparison to p-p cannot directly be interpreted as being 
due to saturation physics. What we would like to estimate here is 
the difference between the 	φ dependence in p-Pb and p-p col-
lisions just due to the enhanced 	φ-independent DPS background 
in p-Pb which shrouds the nontrivial 	φ dependence originating 
from the SPS contribution. Unfortunately our GM-VFNS framework 
cannot reliably predict the 	φ dependence near 	φ = π but a 
soft-gluon resummation encoded e.g. in parton showers, would be 
required. To estimate the effect, we have fitted the 	φ dependence 
of the LHCb D0D0 data [31] in p-p collisions assuming a negligi-
ble contribution from DPS. This assumption is consistent both with 
our results (see Fig. 2) and also with Ref. [84] where it has been 
shown that for 0 � 	φ � π/2 the fixed-order QCD quite correctly 
predicts the 	φ dependence. Our estimate for the 	φ dependence 
in p-Pb is then a linear combination

dσ pPb

d	φ
∝ dσ pp

d	φ

∣∣
fitted + β . (38)

The non-trivial 	φ dependence obviously comes from the first 
term (representing the SPS contribution) while β stands for the 
DPS background and its value is determined by the relative im-
portance of integrated SPS and DPS cross sections (given by our 
GM-VFNS calculation) in p-Pb collisions. Depending on the scale 
choices, we estimate the DPS contribution to be roughly between 
20%. . . 40%. The resulting projection for the 	φ dependence is 
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4 where the coloured band comes 
from the scale and σeff uncertainties. We see that both the near-
and away-side peaks become less pronounced in p-Pb than what 
they are in p-p. Thus, we can confirm that the DPS contributions 
should be considered when interpreting the possible (probable?) 
weakening of the away-side two-particle correlations in terms of 
e.g. saturation physics. In fact, only stronger suppression than what 
our estimate in Fig. 4 indicates could be interpreted to originate 
from saturation phenomena. Since the DPS contribution should be 
nearly the same for D0D0 and D0D0 final states (in our calculations 
they are equal), the difference

dσ
pPb→D0D0+X

d	φ
− dσpPb→D0D0+X

d	φ
≈

dσ
sps

pPb→D0D0+X

d	φ
(39)

should serve to subtract the “pedestal” DPS yield in a rather 
model-independent way and, as indicated above, correspond very 
closely to the SPS contribution in D0D0 production. Even though 
the presented calculations are for double D-meson production, we 
would expect a similar reduction of the near- and away-side peaks 
also for light-flavour hadrons (such as π+π−) in due to enhanced 
DPS contribution in p-Pb collisions.

5. Summary

We have explored the double-inclusive D-meson production at 
the LHC with focus on the forward LHCb kinematics. The contri-
butions of double-parton scatterings were included in the approx-
imation of independent parton-parton collisions, and the required 
single-parton cross sections were computed within the collinearly 
factorized QCD at an NLO level. We confronted our predictions 
with the LHCb p-p data finding a good, or least an acceptable 
agreement within the QCD scale uncertainties and reasonable vari-
ation in the effective cross σeff . As a whole, the LHCb data would 
prefer a rather large σeff compared to values derived from other 
final states. We also compared the LHCb p-p data with Pythia pre-
dictions. We found that the absolute cross sections for single- and 
double-inclusive open-charm production are not well reproduced 
by the widely used Monash tune. However, the cross-section ra-
tios, which are less sensitive to the details in charm fragmentation, 
are described equally well or even better than what our NLO calcu-
lations do. Since the ratios are more sensitive to the multi-parton 
dynamics than the heavy-quark fragmentation model, it seems that 
the latter will need some further tuning to establish an agreement 
with the absolute cross sections.

In addition, we applied our framework to the case of p-Pb col-
lisions in which the contribution from double-parton scattering is 
predicted to get significantly enhanced due to multiple nucleon-
nucleon interactions. Our calculations, accounting for realistic re-
construction efficiencies, indicate that the yields should be high 
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enough to be measured with the already-collected LHC Run-II data 
at the LHCb. This should provide a clear evidence for the hard 
double-parton scattering in p-Pb. As the contributions from single-
and double-parton scatterings to opposite-sign double-D pair be-
come comparable, also the azimuthal correlations are significantly 
altered. Therefore it seems necessary to take the double-parton 
scattering component into account when interpreting e.g. the pos-
sible complete or probable partial disappearance of the away-side 
peak.
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